We demonstrate the defect-free assembly of versatile target patterns of up 111 neutral atoms, building on a 361-site subset of a micro-optical architecture that readily provides thousands of sites for single-atom quantum systems. By performing up to 80 assembly cycles in rapid succession, we drastically increase achievable structure sizes and success probabilities. We implement repeated target pattern reconstruction after atom loss and deterministic transport of partial atom clusters necessary for distributing entanglement in large-scale systems. This technique will propell assembled-atom architectures beyond the threshold of quantum advantage and into a regime with abundant applications in quantum sensing and metrology, Rydberg-state mediated quantum simulation, and error-corrected quantum computation. * gerhard.birkl@physik.tu-darmstadt.de; www.iap.tu-darmstadt.de/apq 1 arXiv:1902.00284v2 [quant-ph]
The next major break-through in quantum science and technology necessitates experimental platforms that provide extensive scalability, multi-site quantum correlations, and efficient quantum error correction [1] . Formidable progress has been reported for various systems. Among them, neutral atoms trapped by light are of specific interest since they offer well isolated quantum systems with favorable scaling properties [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , comprehensive quantum-state control, and on-demand interaction processes [10] [11] [12] . Further progress is crucially dependent on the reliable realization of defect-free target structures. For the submicron spaced periodic potentials of optical lattices, the preparation of a central region with an average filling fraction around 90 % has been demonstrated in two-dimensional (2D) quantum gas microscopes by exploiting the tunnel-coupled superfluid-to-Mott-insulator transition [7, 13] . Accurate repositioning of individual atoms has been implemented for four atoms in a one-dimensional polarization-synthesized optical lattice [14] , but unrestricted individual atom transport remains a challenge in tunnel-coupled lattices for higher atom numbers and dimensionality.
In focused beam micro-trap arrays with spacings in the micrometer regime, individual atoms are prepared directly from a thermal ensemble through collisional blockade [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Efficiencies can reach 90 %, as demonstrated for up to four traps [16, 18] , but typically remain on the order of 50 % for larger systems. Thus, additional atom rearrangement is required to eliminate defects. A 51-atom quantum simulator has been demonstrated based on a linear optical tweezer array generated by a multi-tone acousto-optic deflector (AOD) and atom-sorting through muting unoccupied sites and compressing the occupied ones [4, 19] .
A different approach is based on configuring a desired light field by the use of a 2D liquidcrystal spatial light modulator (SLM) [5, 6, 8] . This leads to holographically created trap arrays with adaptable geometries. Atom relocation has been demonstrated either by rearrangement of the traps themselves through the sequential altering of the pixel-based phase pattern [6] or by using a superposed moving optical tweezer [5] . In these systems, the simulation of spin Hamiltonians [20] and the realization of topologically protected bosonic phases [21] have been achieved. The extension of this approach to pattern formation in three dimensions with up to 72 atoms [8] and the application of a large-spacing three-dimensional optical lattice for the realization of Maxwell's demon with 60 atoms [9] have been reported recently.
All prospect applications of assembled-atom platforms in quantum science and technol-2 ogy will strongly benefit from scaling the system size beyond these limits. This crucially depends on the initial number of source atoms, the success probability of target structure assembly, and the ability to mend atom loss during operation. In the work presented here, we introduce a unique micro-optical platform for neutral-atom based quantum engineering which does not experience the limiting effects of size restrictions due to the finite frequency spectrum of AODs and constraints in pixelation and laser power resistance of SLMs. In addition to its outstanding scaling properties with the near-term prospect of incorporating thousands of individually addressable sites, our platform gives access to scaling up the size of the achievable atom array through the efficient utilization of a large reservoir of atoms in consecutive assembly cycles, to stabilization and reconstruction of target structures and to multiple repetitions of quantum algorithms within a single atom cooling and trapping cycle. With trap separations in the range of micrometers, our platform is well-suited for the implementation of Rydberg-state mediated interactions [10] [11] [12] for quantum simulation and computation.
As depicted in Fig. 1 a, we create an array of focused-beam dipole traps with tunable separations from the focal spot pattern of a microlens array (MLA) reimaged into a vacuum chamber. This directly links each atom trap to a specific illuminated microlens, significantly reducing complexity and ensuring laser power efficiency and scalability. Our approach is readily capable of providing thousands of microtraps in a 2D plane (see Fig. 1 The addressable region encloses more than 1500 sites. Starting from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) followed by an optical molasses phase, individual 85 Rb atoms are probabilistically loaded into the workspace grid utilizing collisional blockade [15] [16] [17] [18] . We determine the occupancy of the traps by fluorescence imaging and observe an average number of 191 (17) trapped individual atoms. For each rearrangement cycle, we apply a shortest-move heuristic Here, a 1200-site sub-region out of the total array containing more than 2500 focal spots is shown.
We observe excellent homogeneity of waists (1.45(10) µm) and pitch ( 4 logical surface-code qubits for single quantum-error correction [22] , Middle, 9 × 9 atom cluster corresponding to one logical qubit for double-error correction, and Right, 96-atom ring-network as building block for an implementation of color-code schemes [23] .
75 %. In case of defects due to imperfect transport or lifetime-related atom losses, another rearrangement cycle attempts to eliminate them. Furthermore, we observe a stabilizing effect for the atom lifetime due to laser cooling of the atoms during the repetitive fluorescence imaging, increasing the 1/e-lifetime τ from a photon-scattering dominated value of 2.5 s to a vacuum-limited value of 10 s. Based on this procedure, Fig. 1 c shows the largest defect-free atom-by-atom-assembled structures reported so far containing up to 111 atoms in various configurations. Figure 2 documents the benefit of multiple rearrangement cycles [4, 9, 25] with respect to the scalability of the cluster size. In Fig. 2 a, (Fig. 2 c) , results in 88(7) % for a 10 × 10 atom cluster and exceeds 95 % for all target clusters up to 8 × 8 atoms. Multitudinous rearrangement cycles are also essential for generating a specific set of atom clusters that will allow us to apply quantum error correction and topological quantum computing [22, 23] : Figure 2 d presents a gallery of defect-free clusters that represent building blocks for these implementations (see caption of Fig. 2 for details) .
Atom loss constitutes a major limitation in scalability, whether it is caused by experimental noise or intentional events, such as destructive state detection. A reservoir of atoms outside the target structure can be used to heal emerging defects, mitigate the impact of losses, and significantly enhance the data acquisition rate by reducing the number of timeconsuming atom loading and trapping phases. In Fig. 3 a, we demonstrate the repeated reconstruction of a defect-free 3 × 3 cluster by intentionally emptying the target cluster and reloading atoms from a spatially separated reservoir. Skipping the intentional removal of atoms, we have observed the perpetuation of a fully filled 5 × 5 cluster over the course of up to 10 s, by repeating a rearrangement cycle 80 times in a row. In 49(13) of the 80 images taken in this series, the target structure was determined to be without defect. With enough reservoir atoms, one can effectively extend the target cluster lifetime orders of mag-7 nitude beyond the one given by the atom loss rate. Apart from reloading the same target structure multiple times, this technique also enables us to rearrange the atoms into different configurations within one experimental run, as is shown in Fig. 3 b, where we switch between two inverted patterns. Finally, deterministic atom transport allows for the transfer of particular atoms to new sites. Done adiabatically, the transfer preserves atomic coherence [17, 26] and thus allows for the redistribution of quantum-correlated or entangled sub-arrays within large-scale atom clusters. As a proof of principle, in Fig. 3 c) we demonstrate a rearrangement sequence for four pairs of atoms that could be used for the redistribution of entanglement [24] between the two 2 × 2 atom clusters.
In this letter, we have presented a novel platform for the defect-free assembly of largescale 2D atom clusters and demonstrated significant advances in success rates and maximum cluster size. Already in our current setup we achieve focal grids with up to several thousands of sites. Only finite laser power and limited transport efficiency prevent us from working with arrays of several hundreds of traps and atoms. A Monte-Carlo simulation allows us to assess the full potential of our approach. Based on realistically improved parameters, such as an increase in laser power to the maximum value commercially available, an initial loading rate of 80 % [16, 18] , a vacuum-limited lifetime of τ = 60 s and a transport efficiency of 95 % (a value of 99.3 % has been reported in [5] ), a simulation of rearrangements on a 50 × 50 grid yields a success rate > 90 % for defect-free assembly of a 1000-atom target structure. Commercial MLAs with 1000 × 1000 microlenses have already been produced using lithographic manufacturing techniques. With each site in the trap array corresponding to illuminating a separate lenslet in the MLA, in extended setups, microtrap arrays are composable of multiple laser sources illuminating different sections of an extended MLA, further boosting scalability into the regime of 10 6 trap sites.
Our architecture lends itself to quantum metrology, simulation and computation applications including the implementation of topological quantum computing and quantum error correction [22, 23] based on Rydberg-mediated interactions [10] [11] [12] 27] . Reduced trap separations pave the way to bottom-up engineering of quantum systems based on tunneling interactions [18, 28, 29] . While all results presented here are based on a quadratic grid, hexagonal MLAs are readily available and direct laser writing methods give access to user defined geometries [30] . Facilitated by the inherent self-imaging property of the 2D periodic optical trap array that creates a Talbot optical lattice [31] , microlens generated single atom 8 arrays are expandable to three-dimensional multi-layer configurations at no additional cost.
